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Introduction
Theme: Animal Kingdom

Age Group: Children, Teens, and Adults

Level: Intermediate

Purpose: To show the differences in activities for different age groups who 
are at the same English level and using the same unit theme. 



Animal Vocabulary
● Target audience: Children in grades 1 or 2

● SWBAT: Distinguish between 0 legged and 4 legged animals and correctly 
associate an appropriate colour of the animal.

● Main idea: Names of 4-6 animals and 4 colours are part of student’s 
vocabulary list. The students will choose an animal and colour it in, then  
write a short sentence based off the picture.

● Pre-planning: Have used vocabulary list in class so students are familiar 
with the animals and colours.



This pig got four 
leg and pink. 

White cat with 
four legs.

Blue fish 0 legs.

Black dog had 4 
legs.

Pros

- Reinforces vocabulary
- Students get to choose their own 

animal
- A fun way to do a spelling test

Cons

- No focus on grammar 
- Students may not use an appropriate 

colour for each animal 



Animal Classification Activity
● Target audience: Children in grade 5 or 6

● SWBAT: Develop a classification system for categorizing organisms and be 
able to recognize that characteristics vary between all species

● Main idea: Living things can be sorted into different categories in many 
ways, animals are sorted based on their characteristics 

● Pre-planning: Lesson on animals and include the vocabulary that they 
will use in the activity



Animal Classification Activity



Animal Classification Activity
Pros

- Practice vocabulary
- Improve listening and speaking skills
- Engage in asking questions 

Cons

- Not all students may contribute to the game 

Modifications

- Could try another classification system (such as a diagram or tree)



Role Play Activity 



Role Play Activity 
Pros

- Very structured
- Semi-authentic communication

Cons

- May be too childish for teenagers
- No specific focus on grammar structures

Modifications

- Debate
- Change the topic



Grammar Meets Conversation: Animals 



Grammar Meets Conversation: Animals 
Pros Cons

- Individual and group work mix
- Possible peer feedback & 

meaning negotiation
- Making grammar fun
- Visual support available
- The 5 skills are used: Speaking, 

Reading, Writing, Listening & 
Vocabulary

- Answer Key provided 

- No  instruction is given
- Grammar accuracy
- Need for correction
- Possibility of students feeling 

judged 
- Background knowledge 
- No pre or post activities
- Time constraints  
- Verbs could be more challenging  



Class Activity - Grammar Meets Conversation: Animals
Steps 

1. Pre activity: 
Vocabulary and Recap 
on target verbs

2. Distribute worksheets 
+ explanations

3. Individual work
4. Correction of step 3
5. Group work 
6. Post activity: Fun 

game - Learning 
reinforcement



Endangered Animals (Adults)
http://www.breakingnewsenglish.com/0508/050817-animals.html

http://www.breakingnewsenglish.com/0508/050817-animals.html
http://www.breakingnewsenglish.com/0508/050817-animals.html
http://www.breakingnewsenglish.com/0508/050817-animals.html
http://www.breakingnewsenglish.com/0508/050817-animals.html


Review
+ Easy to adapt for lower proficiency level (on site)
+ Includes warm-up, pre and post-activity for the reading
+ Possibility to have an audio (turns into a listening activity)
+ Includes all 4 skills (Reading, writing, listening and speaking)
+ Easy access to different format (online, PDF, word)

- Poor aesthetic (for an online site)
- Audio not authentic (slowed down)
- Hard to get motivation from the activities (seem random,
 no interaction)



Animals and Endangered Species
Main Skills: Speaking and Listening  

Minor Skills: Writing and Reading

SWBAT: 

● Accurately produce sentences using movement verbs. 

● Debate and negotiate the pros and cons of animal conservation. 

                                                                            



Top 5 
Endangered 

Animals



Animals and Endangered Species
Pros

● Simple and easy instructions

● Learning/practicing verbs, 
prepositions, vocabulary and 
complex sentence building

● Interesting topic

Cons

● Lacks interesting visuals

● Minimally incorporates Writing 
and Reading

● Requires pre-lessons for 
vocabulary

● Requires a lot of monitoring



Conclusion 
Even if students are of the same proficiency level, activities must be adapted 

to their specific age groups. The activities should be meaningful to the 
students in order for them to be engaged in their learning. 
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